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ABSTRACT: We report for the first time that the protonation behavior of weak
polyelectrolyte brushes depends very strongly on ionic strength. The pKa changes by one
pH step per order of magnitude in salt concentration. For low salt concentrations (∼1 mM),
a very high pH is required to deprotonate a polyacidic brush and a very low pH is required to
protonate a polybasic brush. This has major consequences for interactions with other
macromolecules, as the brushes are actually almost fully neutral when believed to be charged.
We propose that many previous studies on electrostatic interactions between polyelectrolytes
and proteins have, in fact, looked at other types of intermolecular forces, in particular,
hydrophobic interactions and hydrogen bonds.
Polymer brushes formed by end-tethered chains at highgrafting density provide a dense but flexible 3D support
that contains a high number of functional groups.1 Weak
polyelectrolyte (PE) brushes, that is, polymer brushes that
contain weak acids or bases, undergo reversible protonation or
deprotonation (between a neutral and a charged state) when
the solution pH shifts across the pKa of the brush.
2 This allows
for electrostatic interactions to be tuned between the PEs or
other charged macromolecules such as proteins.3,4 PE brushes
are desirable because they combine a large binding capacity4
with reversible, charge-selective and structure-preserving
immobilization.5,6 Applications include protein purification,4
drug delivery,7,8 enzyme immobilization,9,10 bioinspired nano-
reactors,11 smart actuators,12 artificial joints,13,14 as well as
bioelectronic devices15 and responsive interfaces.16 Polyelec-
trolytes are frequently found in biological systems, where they
fulfill numerous functions such as lubrication and acting as
receptors for cellular adhesion.17,18
Although it is well established that PE brushes can interact
strongly with proteins and other macromolecules, open
questions remain on the physical nature of the interaction.
For instance, several studies have reported that proteins bind
to PE brushes even when they carry the same net charge,19 that
is, immobilization “on the wrong side” of the isoelectric point
(pI) for the protein. Different explanations have been proposed
for this phenomenon, such as interactions with local “patches”
on the protein surface that do have the opposite charge to the
PE brush.20−26 Alternatively, it has been suggested that the
local environment inside the PE brush reverses the protein
charge.26,27 Regardless, it is important to note that once a PE
brush is charged, the ionic strength of the solution becomes a
critical parameter for electrostatic interactions and also for the
properties of the brush itself.28 Investigations to date on how
the ionic strength influences PE brushes have focused on
swelling/contraction and the role of ion valency.28−31
However, the direct influence from ionic strength on
protonation behavior, that is, the brush pKa, is generally
overlooked. To the best of our knowledge, there is only one
published study with data on the PE brush protonation state at
different ionic strengths, but the salt was only varied from 10 to
100 mM, and no pH values around the brush pKa were
included.29 This gap in the literature is arguably quite
surprising considering that it has been known for a very long
time that the protonation behavior of PEs in solution does
depend on ionic strength.32 Hence, one can expect that the
degree of protonation of a weak PE brush (at a given pH),
which naturally determines its ability to participate in
electrostatic interactions, will indeed depend on the ionic
strength. Yet it appears that no study to date has properly
investigated this effect. In fact, quite often a pKa for the brush
is assumed without any clear motivation.20,23,26,33
In this work, we use multiple techniques to titrate weak PE
brushes at different ionic strengths. The results consistently
show that the pKa of (both acidic and basic) weak PE brushes
does depend strongly on salt content. We investigate a cationic
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PE brush poly(2-(diethylamino)ethyl methacrylate) (PDEA)
and two anionic brushes poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) and
poly(methacrylic acid) (PMAA) on planar gold surfaces
(Scheme 1). At a given pH, both the basic and the acidic
brushes are much less charged (the pKa is shifted) at lower
ionic strength. We attribute this behavior to the high monomer
density inside the brush and discuss analogies to the well-
known shift in pKa of a PE brush compared with the same
polymer in solution.34−36 Our findings have very important
consequences for protein immobilization because they show
that as the salt concentration is lowered, which is typically
done to promote electrostatic attraction, the brushes will
actually lose their charge. This leads us to propose that the
“electrostatic interactions” observed in many previous studies
are, in fact, mistaken for other types of interactions (hydrogen
bonds and hydrophobic), which occur with the neutral brush.
Because protein binding is one of the main applications for PE
brushes, our results are critical to consider. They are also
important to know in order to control the pKa of PEs in
general.
Weak PE brushes were prepared on gold surfaces by atom
transfer radical polymerization (ATRP), as previously
described.37 Note that we did not determine the grafting
density and molecular weight, in part, because it is hard to get
accurate values38 but mostly because we consider the monomer
density inside the brush to be the relevant parameter for this
study. On the basis of height probing in surface plasmon
resonance (SPR), we determined the polymer volume fraction
to be 10−50% depending on the protonation state and the
monomer type, as expected (Figure S1).37 This is the typical
monomer density for stretched chains in the brush
configuration,31,39 and thus the results presented below should
be relevant for PE brushes, in general.
The brushes were titrated in SPR at different salt
concentrations (Figures S2−S4) by detecting the change in
refractive index that occurs when the monomers become
charged.37 The normalized SPR responses were fitted to
sigmoidal functions to determine the effective pKa of the brush
(Figure 1A−C). We note that the pKa of groups at the top of
the brush differs from that of groups deep inside the brush,
which broadens the transition.35 Our values simply represent
an average pKa value for the region of the brush that is within
the evanescent field extension (up to ∼1 μm at 980 nm). All
brushes analyzed in SPR had a hydrated thickness smaller than
this (typically 100−500 nm).37 The ionic strength was varied
between ∼1 and ∼500 mM. Remarkably, even though this
represents a change in ionic strength of less than three orders
of magnitude, the pKa changes by almost three units (Figure
1D) for all of the PE brushes. The same brush could be titrated
multiple times without changing the SPR baseline, showing
that the pH alterations did not cause any irreversible changes
to the system. Only monovalent ions were included in the
buffers to avoid cross-linking of chains.40 However, the SPR
response may still contain a small contribution from changes in
Scheme 1. Chemical Structures of the ATRP Initiator
Attached to a Gold Surface (1) and Polymers: PDEA (2),
PAA (3), and PMAA (4)
Figure 1. Determination of pKa values by SPR titration of (A) PAA, (B) PMAA, and (C) PDEA at different salt concentrations. (D) pKa versus salt
concentration in log scale.
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brush extension/collapse with pH.37 Therefore, we also used
other methods to confirm the results.
Figure 2 shows results from titration using quartz crystal
microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCMD) and IR
spectroscopy. The strong change in hydration of the PE brush
as it becomes charged gives a large signal in QCMD, which can
be used to determine pKa.
34,41 We confirmed the SPR results
by running titrations at two different ionic strengths (Figure
2A and Figures S5 and S6), which reproduced the large change
in pKa. To get a direct measure of the protonation state, we
also performed IR spectroscopy (Figure 2B) on PAA and
PMAA, utilizing the shift in the carbonyl stretch (1700−1600
cm−1).34,35 Spectral analysis (Figures S7 and S8) at low (1
mM) and high (510 mM) ionic strength confirmed the large
change in pKa observed in SPR and QCMD. Note that because
the methods are completely different in how they probe the
degree of protonation, some variation can be expected (Table
1). Our main point is that all three methods show changes in
pKa that are much larger (several pH units) than the
experimental error within each method. When using the
same method and the same polymer, sample to sample
variation in pKa was estimated to be 0.2 pH units (Figures S9
and S10).
The shifts in PE brush pKa with ionic strength are not
surprising qualitatively speaking, as it is known that the pKa of
polyacids in solution is a complex function of the salt
Figure 2. (A) QCMD titration experiments of PMAA brushes at 1 or 510 mM salt. The running buffer is pH 12, and injections are done with a
lower pH (same salt content). (B) Comparison of the QCMD response as a function of pH for 1 (circles) and 510 mM (stars), indicating the pKa
by dashed lines. (C) IR spectra of PAA exposed to pH 2−11 solutions at 1 or 510 mM salt. (D) Comparison of the dissociation obtained from the
different bands as a function of pH for 1 (circles) and 510 mM (stars), indicating the pKa by dashed lines.
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concentration.42 On the contrary, quantitatively speaking, the
effect is quite remarkable. For instance, the pKa of the
carboxylic acid groups in the PMAA brush at 1 mM salt is close
to 9. We see two possible explanations for the behavior, where
the first is as follows: If the monomers become charged, then it
introduces strong electrostatic repulsion inside the dense
brush, that is, stronger than for a single chain in solution
(which is less densely packed). This repulsion can be more or
less screened depending on the amount of counterions
available, which makes it more energetically unfavorable to
have charged monomers at a lower ionic strength. Alter-
natively, there are always sufficient counterions inside the
brush to screen the repulsion effectively, even at the lowest
ionic strength, but the entropic penalty of their confinement
becomes higher at lower salt concentration. Theory suggests
that if the brush height is considerably higher than the Debye
length, then one can assume that all counterions are confined
in the brush.19 This is the case in our work because our longest
Debye length is ∼10 nm, whereas the brushes are hundreds of
nanometers when hydrated. This picture is also supported by
neutron reflectometry experiments showing that counterions
only accumulate inside the brush, at least at 100 mM salt.43
Therefore, we consider the counterion confinement to be the
most likely explanation. (In the future, titrations at different
temperatures could reveal more information about entropic
and enthalpic contributions.)
Previous studies have shown that the pKa of a PE brush is
higher than that for the same polymer in solution, which has
been attributed to the higher monomer density in the
brush.34−36 We propose that this is also the explanation why
the brush pKa changes so strongly with salt content. Indeed, for
PEs in solution, the dependence on salt is smaller.32,42
Furthermore, our results suggest that monomer−monomer
interactions are not likely to be the main cause of the changed
protonation behavior of brushes compared with the same
polymers in solution. For instance, if hydrogen bonds between
−COOH groups44 were the main cause of the shift in
protonation equilibrium, then it would be hard to see why the
influence from the ionic strength would be so strong. Instead,
electrostatic repulsion, or the counterion confinement that
prevents it, seems to be the main free-energy penalty for a
weak PE brush to assume its charged state at a low ionic
strength. Note that throughout this study we have focused on
equilibrium states rather than the kinetic aspects of
protonation/deprotonation. Because SPR and QCMD operate
in real time, it is possible to see how quickly the equilibrium is
established when the bulk environment is changed. The
equilibration took up to ∼15 min at 1 or 2 mM salt, whereas it
took ∼1 min at 510 mM. However, the kinetics were also very
sensitive to the liquid exchange (flow rate and liquid cell
geometry). Thus we believe systems with better liquid
handling are required for detailed kinetic analysis.
Next, we looked at how the major change in pKa with salt
alters the protein-binding properties of the PE brushes. As we
have recently demonstrated, weak PE brushes can bind
Table 1. Comparison of pKa Values Obtained Using Three
Different Techniques, SPR, QCMD, and IR, for All
Polyelectrolytes at the Highest (510 mM) and Lowest (1
mM) Salt Concentrations Measureda
PDEA PMAA PAA
510 mM 1 mM 510 mM 1 mM 510 mM 1 mM
SPR 7.6 5.3 5.7 8.5 6.1 8.1
QCMD 7.5 5.9 5.2 7.5 5.0 7.0
IR 5.7 7.7 5.1 7.5
aFurther salt concentrations measured by SPR can be found in Table
S2.
Figure 3. Effect of lowered ionic strength: Weak PE brushes (A) PMAA and (B) PDEA will become neutralized if the pH is close to physiological.
Curves are fits to SPR titration data. Immobilization of BSA to PMAA measured by SPR at (C) pH 5, (D) pH 6, and (E) pH 7 in 150 mM salt
concentration (solid line) or 1 mM salt concentration (dashed line).
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proteins very efficiently in their neutral state. For PAA and
PMAA, this is due to hydrogen bonds,45 whereas hydrophobic
interactions occur with PDEA.9 Regardless of the interaction,
neutral PE brushes can immobilize large quantities of proteins.
This becomes extremely important in light of the results above,
which show that the brush has a strong tendency to be neutral
at a lower ionic strength. Figure 3A,B shows the principle of
salt content influencing the fraction of charged groups on the
polymer. Especially around physiological pH, both the acidic
and the basic brushes will become almost fully neutralized
when the ionic strength is lowered to ∼1 mM, starting from
physiological pH or higher. On the basis of the titration data,
quite extreme pH values (>11 for PMAA and <4 for PDEA)
are required to make the brush essentially fully charged at low
ionic strength. Previous studies have indeed typically used low
ionic strength, about two orders of magnitude below
physiological pH,22−26,46 when performing (what was thought
to be) electrostatic immobilization of proteins. They have also
stayed close to physiological pH, most likely because it was
assumed that the brush pKa would not be so shifted. Therefore,
we believe that many previous studies looking at protein
binding to brushes actually had a very low fraction of charged
groups and that other interactions were responsible for the
observed binding. As mentioned, these are primarily hydrogen
bonds45 and hydrophobic interactions,9 which are much less
sensitive to ionic strength.
To confirm our hypothesis, we used SPR to analyze protein
binding. Bovine serum albumin (BSA, pI 4.7) was introduced
to a PMAA brush at different pH values and salt
concentrations (Figure 3C−E). Immobilization of BSA occurs
at pH 5−7 at low ionic strength, when the brush has very few
charged groups. The signal magnitudes in Figure 3C,D confirm
that the proteins are assembling in multilayers inside the
brush9 (ternary adsorption). At pH 7, binding becomes
weaker, which can be attributed to the presence of a small
fraction of deprotonated groups as well as the increasingly
negatively charged BSA; that is, the hydrogen-bond attraction
competes with electrostatic repulsion.45 At physiological ionic
strength, we observe binding only at pH 5, when the degree of
PMAA protonation is high, whereas no interaction is detected
at all at pH 6 to 7. This can be attributed to the stronger
electrostatic repulsion from the brush, in which the majority of
carboxylic acid groups are now charged. We emphasize the
binary results here (BSA interaction or not) rather than the
signal magnitudes, as subtle shifts in pH (when close to the
pKa) or salt cause large differences in the amount of protein
immobilized. In addition, the brush thickness and density will
naturally influence the exact number of proteins that bind at a
given pH and salt concentration.
From our results, it is clear that protein binding can depend
on ionic strength in an indirect manner: Salt-induced on/off
binding behavior, as has been previously observed,6,33 can be
explained by changes in the protonation state due a shifted
brush pKa. Qualitatively, we also observed the same behavior
for PDEA (Figure S11): At pH 4, glucose oxidase
immobilization was completely suppressed at physiological
ionic strength, but when the ionic strength was low, large
quantities bound. We argue that the changes in the
protonation state of the brushes as well as protein interactions
with the neutral polymers need to be considered when
interpreting such results. In general, electrostatic immobiliza-
tion is not easy to perform; to reduce screening effects, a low
salt concentration is preferred, but this implies either a quite
high pH (polyacidic brush) or a quite low pH (polybasic
brush). This may lead to denaturation for the protein, in
addition to the fact that it becomes increasingly unlikely that
the protein has the opposite charge to the PE brush.
In conclusion, we have shown that weak PE brushes strongly
change their pKa value with ionic strength. The dependence is
around one pH step per order of magnitude in salt
concentration, and it occurs for both acidic and basic brushes.
This has critical consequences for interactions between PE
brushes and other molecules. When the ionic strength is low,
extreme pH values (below ∼4 or above ∼11) are required to
fully charge the polymers. This is because the electrostatic
repulsion (or the entropic cost of counterion confinement)
becomes very high inside a brush, which is due to the high
monomer density. On the basis of these results, we propose
that many previous studies that have aimed to investigate
electrostatic interactions between PE brushes and proteins
have, in fact, looked at hydrophobic interactions or hydrogen
bonds. This should not in any way be interpreted as a
falsification of effects such as electrostatic interaction “on the
wrong side of the pI” of the protein. We simply claim that
much experimental work has, most likely, been performed on
brushes that were not very charged to begin with. Finally, we
point out that we have studied the effects occurring inside the
brush; that is, they originate from a high concentration of
acidic/basic monomers and have nothing to do with the
proximity to the underlying surface. Therefore, these findings
have implications not only for PE brushes but also for other
dense polymer constructs, such as hydrogels, biological
coacervates, and any other supramolecular system composed
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